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Entrepreneurship as a key competence

Entrepreneurship is when you act upon opportunities and ideas and 

transform them into value for others. The value that is created can be 

financial, cultural, or social (FEE-YE, 2011)

Learning THROUGH Entrepreneurship 



A descriptive reference framework

Ent(…)ship as a  competence

• Transversal, non subject specific

• Individual and collective

• Applies to all walks of life

• Is nurtured through value 
creation, which requires 
pedagogical approaches that have 
learners transform ideas into 
action

The EntreComp

• Designed for LLL

• To bridge the world 
of education & work 

• Comprehensive, but flexible 

• Defines entrepreneurship as a 
competence to a very fine-
grained level of detail



EntreComp building blocks

• 3 areas 



EntreComp building blocks

• 3 areas 

• 15 competences



Areas, Competences, Hints & Descriptors



Areas, Competences, Hints & Descriptors



Areas, Competences, Hints & Descriptors



Threads lead to learning outcome statementes

• 3 areas 

• 15 competences with hints and 
descriptors

• 60 thematic treads, which unfold 
into 

• 8 proficiency levels 

• 442 learning outcomes



A progression model for lifelong learning

Increasing Autonomy: from guided to disruptive performance 

Increasing Uncertainty: from designed activities to learning by creating value

Increasing Complexity: increasing number of interacting elements



One thread mapped on the progression

Increasing Autonomy: from guided to disruptive performance 

Increasing Uncertainty: from designed activities to learning by creating value

Increasing Complexity: increasing number of interacting elements



Distinctive features

• Embraces life-long learning, formal, non formal 
and informal settings, & captures progression 

• Generic, yet detailed

• Not prescriptive, but designed to be adapted    
to the goal and the context

• Scientifically sound and endorsed by policy

COMPREHENSIVE

FLEXIBLE

CONSENSUAL

MODULAR and ACTIONABLE



The appropriate level of detail depends on the goal



University of Turku - Finland (C24)

• Goal: enhance entrepreneurial attitudes, behaviour and culture 
transversally across all university activities

• Challenges: get educators on board (esp. beyond business schools)

• Strategy: i) establish an Entrepreneurial path that embraces education, 
training and support services for both lectures and students, ii) create a 
common approach while respecting and reflecting specificities 

• Use of EntreComp: to set a common language that is clear also to 
those who have no background (e.g. A&H, STEM vs BS)

I want to mobilise



Scottish Entrepreneurship and 
Enterprise Educators' Programme (C12)

• Goal: supporting educators from different sectors and academic levels 
(HE, AL, FE) forester entrepreneurial learning in their students

• Challenge: build a common baseline among the multitude of existing 
specific frameworks

• Strategy:  3 day residential programme focus on learning for and through 
entrepreneurship (entrepreneurial mind-set, learning and teaching 
practice)

• Use of EntreComp: encourage (progressive) reflective practice to the 
appropriate level of detail to the task at hand (3/15/442)…

I want to create value



University of Huddersfield- UK (C22)

• Goal: enhance students employability education through Enterprise 
Placement Year

• Challenges: map their Key Graduates Attribute framework to 
EntreComp

• Strategy: Hook the mapping to the data collected through LoopME, the 
social learning media they use to attach students reflective practice to 
emotional events in real time 

• Use of EntreComp: reinforcing their existing effort

I want to appraise and assess



Swansea University School of 
Management (C23)

• Goal: embed the enterprise and innovation in their strategy and offer

• Challenge: enrich a theory driven educational approach with practical 
entrepreneurial learning 

• Strategy:  have their approach externally appraised, identify gaps to 
focus the redevelopment of their offer

• Use of EntreComp: map their existing learning outcomes on EntreComp 
to look at the gaps with a magnifying glass and guide change

I want to implement



Embedding Entrepreneurship 
Education teaching toolkit (T20)

• Goal: embed and facilitate entrepreneurial teaching and learning HE

• Challenge: provide practical guidance for HEi curriculum planners and 
lecturers 

• Strategy: create a teaching compendium that is focused on practical 
entrepreneurial learning and can be applied in any discipline

• Use of EntreComp: structure their OER toolkit and disseminate it by 
leveraging the fact that there is growing awareness around the European 
framework 

I want to implement



Kemmy Business School-University 
of Limerick - Ireland (C25)

• Goal: balance theoretical and applied knowledge across their 
Entrepreneurship Modules

• Challenge: have students recognise their learning and progress across 
practical entrepreneurial experiences

• Strategy: design relevant project-based work that allows learners to 
apply their knowledge to create value for local SMEs

• Use of EntreComp: have learners chart their progress on the relevant 
competences and make these visible to the outer world (i.e. the SMEs)

I want to recognise



Take Away

HEi FACULTY STUDENTS EMPLOYERS

V.C. VISION

LEADERSHIP & 
GOVERNANCE 

TEACHING

LEARNING

RECOGNITION

ASSESSMENT

C23  - E.U. Viadrina

C29  - Worcester B.S.

C32 - Chalmers U.T

C26  - Birmingham C.U.

C24 –Turku U.

T20 – EEE T. TOOLKIT

T19 – Lancaster U.

TT /CPD
C12 - SEE Programme
C9 - UWTSD PhD in Education

C21  - Big apprenticeship

C23  - Swansea School of Mgmnt.

C13 -
FINEEC

GOV

T21 – LEEN

C22 U. Huddersfield + T15– LoopMe

C25 – U. Limerick



EntreComp into Action: get inspired, make it happen.

• A guide for individuals and organisations who want to 
foster entrepreneurial learning

• It presents the EntreComp and its building blocks

• It provides tips and examples of how others have 
used the framework to fit their purpose, across

• Formal education & training

• Non formal learning & inclusion

• Employment & Enterprise/Start-up

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-research-reports/entrecomp-action-get-inspired-make-it-happen-user-guide-european-entrepreneurship-competence


Thanks
What are your questions?
You can find me at @mrs_chu & 

margherita.bacigalupo@ec.europa.eu


